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++.5 4/9/79 MDOH prime for MDA. [-2:30] 100mg MDOH q.v. 4:30PM=[0:00][0:30]
extreme paraesthesia [0:35] quiet entry to stoned state [0:40] cc 1.5+ [0:43]
to ++. a nice stone - slight teeth clench some eye irregularity - easy to
instigate nystagmus [1:00] slightly over ++. eyes, teeth - handwriting going
downhill. piano so so. [1:10] teeth chatter - can play visual games. Some time
showing. [1:30] sl. over ++, easy visual synthesis, shapes, lights take human
form. [2:00] 2.5+ [2:15] still ++ [2:45] down to + - teeth clench [3:45]
almost out - extend experiment [with] 200mg (1/2 J) SC grass. 8:15PM=[0:00] the following is the most extraordinary time expansion I have ever
experienced.
[0:13] starting
[0:16] coming on in waves - time slowing (elapsed) but radio pitch, speech
normal tone.
[0:20] weeks later, another wave
[0:21] another wave - a little scary
[0:23] full +++ - pulse 180? hard to find pulse - over 3+
[0:26] Surely 3.5+ (I cannot use ++++, reserved for other things)
[0:30] 3.7+ cannot find pulse- extreme time distortion. Shall I call Tusas?
[0:38] call Tusa's- CT is there - stays on phone. at 3.9+ Talk an hour that
is a century - NT drives out - arrives 10:10 - this [1:55] - time is
recovering. pulse 110. The time elapsed is alone distorted (from 5x to 20x
depending on test) but pitch, word rate, piano play - all at normal time. How
can these be separate and still exist concurrently? [2:45] repairing pulse 100
[3:30] time pretty much OK. some wine to try sleep. Speech OK, but get into
some private logical search that doesn't seem a natural sequentor to others.
I am sure that heart was OK all along. Food eating impossible at ~[0:30] - try
to eat. had to spit out & wash mouth. Juices OK. Subsequent try just grass
(same batch, 200mg) considerable intox. but negligible time distortion
-nothing of value. Incredible! How can two clocks running at different rates
always point to the same hour??? Visual synthesis is easy, but I was loath to
let it take over - I had to stay in verbal contact.
Assay of grass alone - 6/23/79. Inverness - OK - then grass + DRED. (AP≡) extreme loss of short-term memory - AP quickly - then slow recovery - me slow to peak - nausea, vomiting - v.slow recovery [with] no memory of verbal
outpouring - to beach - fog - to inverness - coffee - to S.F. (St.Andreas)
[with] Tusa's - is pleasant - I have been exploited.
+++

MDE->LSD. 8/4/79. 160mg MDE; 80µg LSD (AP≡) 10:10=[0:00] alert [0:30][0:35]
to +. [0:40] to ++ - plateau [1:00] at ++ [1:30] steady at beautiful ++; 80µg
LSD (new base)(now[0:00]).[1:00] to 2.5+ v.nice. - up to +++ super window
[2:40] still +++ - into indian v.tricks - no dark corners [5:00] dropping
[7:00] to beautiful + still - modest appetite - evening wine extremely
intoxicating - good sleep - AM still graceful & mellow. A beautiful +++
without corners.
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